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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Grizzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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crankies workshop grizzbot assembly steam. crankies workshop grizzbot assembly

like contra but without everything that makes contra fun (aiming and level design). Game isn't based an creating a fun story.
You make choices in regards to keeping order within four categories. The choices do not tell you good or bad but what they do
pertain to. Most make sense but some do not. Usually they end up going out of control and you die by getting too much or too
little in the bars. Overall I have just gotten bored and have just been trying to beat it for the sake of beating it.

6 hours in and I have only unlocked half of the characters and possible cards. Either I suck or the game does...you choose.

Wouldn't buy again.. good game to play with friends fun cant wait to see where this goes. HERE'S MY FIRST TIME
GAMEPLAY:

https://youtu.be/RUsv0Okpc1U

I also review other VR games on my channel: www.youtube.com/user/rpatenaude

FANTASTIC GAME!!! I don't know why I waited so long to pick this up!!! I had so much fun! The only thing I would say at
the moment that would improve it is co op. SUPER SUPER FUN!!. Freaking Meatbags has a tantalizing merge of resource
gathering, uncooperative human ("meatbag") AI, and tower defense elements that simply don't deliver in fun gameplay. The
novel DNA mixing of meatbags is underwhelming and quickly resorts to two simple camps of miners and tower occupiers. The
uncooperativeness of the meatbags fails to be fun or engaging, ending up as merely a nuisance which you pay to overcome with
an upgrade. The navigation (relying on the view distance of your robot protagonist) limits map control in a way which is not
used well enough to warrant the annoyance of maneuvering around obstacles and being unable to interact with far away units. I
like what this game is trying to do but I don't think it ends up doing it very well.. you got to be fast lol. Really challenging and
Fun :). I admire the colorful graphics in this game and the spaceship upgrades. Really fun and gets super hard. Great game to
hop in to for a few minutes every now and then.. Thank you very much! Lag spikes solved!
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This game is like what a Deviant Art person would make using a Deviant Art person mind.. There's so much to comment on that
I don't even know where to start. Let's see...

 The Game was clearly designed for tablets, with PCs only an afterthought. Changing the window size or attempting to
run in fullscreen mode requires a restart of the entire program, and tooltips are missing from most screens.

 No option for anti-aliasing. This makes the graphics look very choppy on all but the most zoomed in screens.

 The tutorial gives very little help in understanding how the game is actually played. Combat is not explained at all, and
no victory condition is given.

 The tech tree has remarkably unimaginative names (Planetary Construction 1, 2, 3, etc., Starship Consruction 1, 2, 3,
etc) and no explanation what benefit any given advance will give. (benefits such as "Reactor 1, Reactor 2, etc do
technically exist, but similarly lack any significant indication of their role, and no further menu delving is possible to find
out)

 The "seige" mechanics are excruciatingly drawn out. It's impossible to even attempt to take an enemy's base until you have
the appropriate tech (a feat in itself due to the obtuse tech tree issues listed above), and then requires specialized units
incapable of performing any other tasks or combat maneuvers. And even once you do get the Invasion ships onto the field
and attacking enemy bases, they actually regrow faster than you can cause damage, even with multiple ships at once.

 Base growth is randomized, making any attempt at strategy in them useless.

 All claims in the game synopsis about "politics," "espionage," or "trade" are simply false. There is a very bare-bones menu
which seems to try to address this, but it takes dozens of turns to even reach a coin flip decision on whether a "trade
agreement" will even be made, and there is no way to know what they even do.

 Hidden game launch icon location. It may sound silly, but after relocating my Steam install folder, I was unable to reassign
an icon to this game, (or the other two RPG games from Trese Brothers for that matter) leaving blank eyesore shortcuts on
my desktop. No ther game in my Steam library had this issue.. I'm updating my review cause I previously gave the game the
benefit of the doubt and gave the game a postitive review because I saw the potential the game had, and the frequency the
game was being updated at the time. However, it was just released that the company is going bankrupt and the development
of the game is cancelled. It's a real shame, but that means the game will never go past it's current stage. It sucks but that
can't get in the way of the truth. The truth is, the game isn't worth the money they are charging for it, especially as it will
never develop.. There are many options but whatever you choose it doesn't change anything except the ending. And the
selection themselves are something like the following which seems to be no differentce at all.:

Alice: "I'm no happy today. Because balabala"
Bob's reply:
  1. It sucks.
  2. What a pity.
  3. I'm sorry to hear that.

And you choose 3 so you get a good ending otherwise bad ending.. Trash game. Not responsive to commands like crouch
and prone. I really like that it has lean right and lean left.. Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He
may be an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the
essential dialog, blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click
Noir that deserves more recognition!. Great sim however the save function is still not working after game restart and my
version states 2.15?. good pack and parts. This game is equivalent to a fresh baked Papa John's cheese pizza.. really fun
and addicting game also has great workshop support. even better with steering wheel. really recommendit.

March DevLog:
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We've discussed what our plans were for March in our February progress report on our website blog. Now, let's take a look
at what we've actually accomplished and what we plan on doing for the upcoming month.

Demo Build v0.1. 8/5 Update:
Big update for changing how healing works in the game! This one took a little bit, switching to faster/smaller updates for
awhile again. Next update will look into a crash on startup bug that's affected some people, and other fixes.

List of Changes. Burst Drive Lovers ' Smiles 2 Cheaper does not happen!:
Manage to buy! The minimum price for the game!. Penkura Patch 0.1.1.6:
Dev-Com.
Penkura patch 0.1.1.6 is one of the key patches that will allow us to greatly improve our game world. The moment we
added new zones to the game increasing playable area by over 300 %, we started to notice problems with every AI-
controlled system.

Not only there were massive performance spikes but also most of the AI controlled being stopped working correctly. Now we
are introducing completely new AI that will be able to self calculate area around itself depending not only on the player
position but also by the current situation (adjusting accordingly).

We are also testing a new way of AI communication which will be similar to a hive mind, one mind to rule them all which
drastically increases performance.

And as always, for more information regarding the latest technical support, patches, and updates please join our Discord
Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.1.6
--------------------------------------------------------------

BUG FIXES:

- Spawners didn't spawn Tier - 1 beings on the map because of the map size and inability to properly calculate world
terrain. C.F.S (Crash Freez Shield) system disabled mobs to prevent background looping.

- Tirix Fusion Power Plant manual reset station didn't print correct information when hovered on buttons and lever.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES/ADDITIONS:

- Added the first version of self-adjusting AI to the project.

- Changed AI calculation system from self-depending calculating system to a hive mind system dramatically improving
performance on open world locations (One mind to rule them all).

- AI will now detect other near AI and "borrow" their terrain calculation to safe CPU when calculating movement routs.

- AI will now map area around itself depending on the player location rather than the entire map.

- AI will spawn and despawn itself to improve performance depending on player position around the map and locations of
closes spawn points.
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- AI will interact with the player and lose interested if certain conditions are met.

- AI will adjust self-health and self-resistance depending on possessed being.

- Player, Bot, and AI are on different trigger layers to make sure triggers activate only when needed.

- Improvements to foliage render should prevent sudden popping of different level of details, unnatural specular (when no
light source is located nearby) and re-rendering the same foliage twice (small performance boost).

- New highlight and object classification system. Object registration is now over 400 % faster. (small performance boost).

- Adjustments to highlight image effect.

- Added Ambient sound to Power Storage when activated.

- Changes to building classification. Building are now classified as (Main Structures),(Support Structures),(Defense
Structures) and, (Misc).

- Buildings in the RTS system are now displayed under new classification.

--------------------------------------------------------------. Update - Alpha 1.37.1:
1. Functions
   - The operation method of saving has finally been modified.
   - Fixed an issue where no sound will be heard when dropping
  an item in Quick Slot.
   - Fixed an issue where no sound was heard when moving items from
  the warehouse to the inventory.
   - Fixed an issue where item weight calculation in inventory was not correct.

2. Items
   - The weight of certain items has been reduced.
. Announcement of Emergency Update V0.2.2fix for 《Princess of Holy Light》:
1. Fixed the pub can not brush the new same mercenary when the character was upgraded.
2, Fixed the character level will exceed the current maximum level of occupation.
3. Fixed the bug when the character was upgraded, there is no display in the sacred tree's cave.

PS:The version that has no holy light will be published by DLC later.
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